Abstract-A Genetic algorithm is a search tool that's used to insure high probability of finding a solution by decreasing the amount of time in key space searching. In this paper the focus will be on the cryptanalysis of a ADFGX cipher by using genetic algorithm and study the algorithm factors that affect finding solution taking in consideration the time and efficiency of the cryptanalysis process.
I. INTRODUCTION
RYPTOGRAPHY means secrecy in writing. The aim of cryptography is to render a message Mysterious to an unauthorized reader (1) . While the cryptanalysis is the attempt to break that cryptosystem to test its strength and study its weaknesses. There are different types of encryption technique can be used to encrypt text, But this paper will be focused on the polyalphabetic substitution cipher, taking the Hill cipher as case study, then attempts to break this cipher using genetic algorithm which is a search tool that's usable to insure high probability of finding a solution by decreasing the amount of time in key space searching.
In March 1918, the Germans implemented a now famous cipher -the ADFGX cipher -to encrypt communications between their corps and division level field headquarters. This new cipher used only the letters A, D, F, G and X and resisted all attempts at cryptanalysis. This cipher contributed to the tactical 206 surprise achieved by the Germans during the initial spring offensive. A French cryptanalyst, Georges Panvin, attacked the new cipher using frequency analysis. By the end of April he was able to read some of the messages protected by this cipher, but he never achieved a general solution. On June 1, Panvin noticed that the Germans had slightly changed the cipher by including the letter V. Panvin used frequency analysis once more and was able to decipher some messages protected by this new cipher by June 2. He disseminated the key he uncovered to the other French cryptanalysts. On June 3, one of the French cryptanalysts, using the key provided by Panvin, deciphered an intercepted German message that provided the first hint as to the location and timing of the anticipated German offensive. When the new attack came, there was no surprise and the Germans were not as successful as in their previous attempts. Georges Panvin and the method of frequency analysis helped save France. [2] Central Technical University, College of Elec. & Electronic Techniques, (Baghdad-IRAQ) II. THE GENETIC ALGORITHM Genetic Algorithms (GA) deal with the science of computational methods over the mechanisms of natural selection and genetics [4, 5] . These computational methods increase based on the key space size and some of the algorithm parameters that"s will be further studied later in this paper. Normally GAs comprised of set of population(s) which might represent one or more groups. These populations are composed of feasible solutions for any given problem to solve. The evolution of such population is based on biological metaphors when are subjected to probabilistic operators. GAs show least processing time compared to other methods.
The application of genetic algorithm to cryptanalysis is as follows:
Individual Description
Each individual in the population represent a guess of the optimal key so large population size will insure get to the result in less generation number but increase the time required for the single generation.
Fitness Function
The fitness function is used to rate the quality of each population which mean the nearest guess to the optimal solution. It depends on letter frequency occurrence of the cipher with corresponding to the letter frequency in English language as shown in the following equation [6] . 
Crossover and Mutation

Crossover:
This operator randomly chooses a locus and exchanges the subsequences before and after that locus between two chromosomes to create two offspring. For example, the strings 10000100 and 11111111 could be crossed over after the third locus in each to produce the two offspring 10011111 and 11100100. The crossover operator roughly mimics biological recombination between two single−chromosome (haploid) organisms.
Mutation:
This operator randomly flips some of the bits in a chromosome. For example, the string 00000100 might be mutated in its second position to yield 01000100. Mutation can occur at each bit position in a string with some probability, usually very small (e.g., 0.001) [7] .
III. ENCRYPTION DECRYPTION PROCESS
The encryption process consist of two parts substitution and transposition
A. Substitution part
This method makes use of a 5×5 table containing the letters of the alphabet, treating i and j as a single letter. However, the alphabet may be entered in any order into the table, as for example.
Each plaintext letter is replaced by the label of its row and column. For example, s becomes FG , and z becomes XX. Suppose the plaintext is "Kaiser Wilkelm" The result of this initial step is XD AA GD FG XA DG DX GD AF XD XA AF DF B. Transposition part In the second step, we employ a keyword, like charm, to effect a transposition (that is, a permutation) of the fractionated text: Begin by writing the fractionated text in rows under the characters of the keyword:
Then, by rearranging the columns of this array by alphabetizing the letters of the keyword, we obtain
Finally, the cipher text is obtained by reading off the columns of the last array: AGDFAXDDDXFDFGAAGAGDDAXXXF
Cryptanalysis
To cryptanalysis such a cipher it"s not possible to encrypt it by genetic directly because it has two stage in the encryption step (substitution and transposition) so it should be separated.
So by assuming that no transposition permutation occur in the encryption so only substitution ciphering occur. Then arrange the alphabet letter according to their frequency in descending order.
Optimal order="etoianshrludymwgfcbpkvxzq" Then use a counter loop to find the most occurrence letter and assign it to its corresponding letter in English frequency letters order (optimal order) so as example if "FA" is the most occurrence letter then its mean the letter "e" will assign to "FA" and so on.
Then genetic algorithm take place by its effort to change the order of the optimal order to get the best fitness value by taking in consideration diagram and bigram should be used in the fitness function.
The 1 st generation should give fitness around 0.74 which mean 7 of 25 letter is correct and by swap the letter position many time by using genetic algorithm for 300-500 generation will lead to get fitness around 0.89 which mean 18 of 25 correct letter which take around 3-6 minute.
For the transposition brute force should be use and at each guess perform the previous step and calculate fitness. From the above table it clear that when long key length used it"s hard to get the plain and take very long time so this technique cannot be used for key length is exceed 7.
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